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1. Introduction

It is rather remarkable that classifications of mental (psychiatric)
and other medical disorders have existed for decades despite the lack
of any agreed on definition for what constitutes a medical disorder in
the first place. In fact, the official classification of the World Health
Organization (the International Classification of Diseases) and of the

American Psychiatric Association (the first and second editions of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders), made no attempt
to address the issue. Nor, with a single exception [17], do the standard
textbooks of medicine and psychiatry.

As Kendell [7] has noted, physicians rarely concern themselves
with I defining what is a medical disorder and instead spend their
time, as best they can, diagnosing and treating individual patients.
If questioned, they readily acknowledge that much of their work
actually involves conditions which are generally not considered
medical disorders, such as pregnancy or childbirth, or preventive
medicine, such as giving advice to mothers of children attending a
well-baby clinic, or advising middle-aged men regarding diet and
exercise.

A review of some of the literature regarding definitions of
illness, disease, and other related conditions indicates that the
problem has been of more interest to’ sociologists, psychologists,
philosophers of science, and members of the legal profession than
it has been to medical professionals [2,8,9,12]. Of the medical
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A B S T R A C T

There was a need for a definition of mental disorder in the preparation of the Third Edition of the American

Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-III). Decisions had to be made on a variety

of issues that seemed to us to relate to the fundamental question of the boundaries of the concept of mental

disorder. Without some definition of mental disorder, there would be no explicit guiding principles that

would help to determine which conditions should be included in the nomenclature, which excluded, and

how conditions included should be defined. This article describes a definition of and criteria for medical

disorders. The definition of mental disorder proposed here is merely a subset of the definition of medical

disorder, it contributes to the continuing debate concerning the appropriateness of the medical model as

applied to psychiatric disturbance. The proposed definition is: ‘‘A medical disorder is a relatively distinct

condition resulting from an organismic dysfunction which in its fully developed or extreme form is directly and

intrinsically associated with distress, disability, or certain other types of disadvantage. The disadvantage may be

of a physical, perceptual, sexual, or interpersonal nature. Implicitly there is a call for action on the part of the

person who has the condition, the medical or its allied professions, and society. A mental disorder is a medical

disorder whose manifestations are primarily signs or symptoms of a psychological (behavioral) nature, or if

physical, can be understood only using psychological concepts’’. Operational criteria are proposed to provide

sufficient evidence for both an organismic dysfunction and justification for societal recognition of the

appropriateness of the sick role. A condition must meet all criteria to be considered a medical disorder. Each

of the criteria follows with explication of key concepts.
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specialties, psychiatry has shown the most concern because of its
difficulty in defining its own professional responsibility [13].

Our own preoccupation with defining medical and mental
disorders grew out of our involvement with the American
Psychiatric Association’s Task Force on Nomenclature and Statis-
tics, which is responsible for developing the official classification
system of the mental disorders in this country. The initial impetus
grew out of the controversy as to whether or not homosexuality,
per se, should be deleted from the psychiatric nomenclature
[18]. This led to an initial attempt on our part to delineate criteria
for mental disorders [17], without any consideration as to how it
related to a definition of the more general rubric of medical
disorder.

Our conviction that there was a need for a definition of mental
disorder grew as we became involved in the preparation of the
Third Edition of the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic

and Statistical Manual (DSM-III). Decisions had to be made on a
variety of issues that seemed to us to relate to the fundamental
question of the boundaries of the concept of mental disorder. We
believed that without some definition of mental disorder, there
would be no explicit guiding principles that would help to
determine which conditions should be included in the nomencla-
ture, which excluded, and how conditions included should be
defined. As we considered the many conditions traditionally
included in the nomenclature, we realized that although the
definition of mental disorder proposed at the time of the
controversy regarding homosexuality was suitable for almost all
of them, a broader definition seemed necessary.

With the help of our colleagues, particularly other members of
the Task Force on Nomenclature and Statistics, we eventually came
to believe that mental disorder should be defined as merely a
subset of medical disorder, and that our attention should therefore
be directed toward defining the broad rubric of medical disorder.
We developed such a working definition which we believed could
serve many functions. With the recognition that any proposed
definition is tentative and likely to change with further knowledge,
the Task Force (with a few dissenting members) was initially
convinced that such a working definition was not only of value in
developing the revised 1 classification, but that it should be
included in DSM-III as a formal statement.

This initial definition of medical and mental disorder was
presented at a special session of the 1976 annual meeting of the
American Psychiatric Association [15]. The definition was critiqued
by a panel of discussants representing many disciplines and points
of view, as well as by members of the audience. For the most part,
to our chagrin, the reaction was negative. Some questioned the
need and wisdom of having any definition. Many argued that the
definition proposed was too restrictive, and if officially adopted,
would have the potential for limiting the appropriate activities of
our profession and would redefine the major educational activities
of psychiatry; they also felt that it was out of keeping with trends in
medicine that emphasize the continuity of health and illness.
Furthermore, some questioned our claim that the definition that
we proposed was actually helpful in making decisions regarding
the nomenclature. Rather, it was argued, decisions were made and
then the definition tinkered with to justify them.

With the wisdom of hindsight, we now acknowledge that many
of these criticisms were warranted. It now seems unlikely that any
proposed definition will be found generally acceptable to the
profession. Without such acceptance, there would be little
justification for its adoption by the Task Force as part of DSM-
III. We also recognize that it is not possible or useful to sharply
define the boundaries between disorder and ‘‘normality’’, as we
had originally intended, and that the definition that we had
proposed was, indeed, too narrow (even though some of our critics
thought it was too broad).

Perhaps as evidence of our failure to learn from experience, we
have continued to modify the definition to meet some of the
criticisms received. We are still convinced that some working
definition of medical and mental disorders is of value. This chapter
describes our current definition of and criteria for medical and
mental disorders with the hope that many of the deficiencies of the
initial attempt have been corrected. Surveying the literature of
previous attempts to grapple with these difficult issues indicates
that the approach taken here is unique in providing not only a
definition of medical disorder, but detailed operational criteria.
Furthermore, these criteria avoid such terms as ‘‘dysfunction’’,
‘‘maladaptive’’, or ‘‘abnormal’’, terms which themselves beg
definition.

We believe that the definition offered here helps clarify the
goals of medical classification. It helps delineate the areas of
responsibility of the medical system from those of other societal
systems which also have as their purpose improving or otherwise
changing human functioning, such as the educational or criminal
justice systems. It provides a rationale for decisions as to which
conditions should be included or excluded from a medical
classification. In addition, it provides guidelines for determining
the boundaries of those disorders which are seemingly continuous
with variations in ‘‘normal’’ functioning. Furthermore, since the
definition of mental disorder proposed here is merely a subset of
the definition of medical disorder, it contributes to the continuing
debate concerning the appropriateness of the medical model as
applied to psychiatric disturbance [14].

2. Key concepts in the definition of medical disorder

We believe that there are several fundamental concepts in the
notion of a medical disorder:

� negative consequences of the condition;
� an inferred or identified organismic dysfunction;
� and an implicit call for action.

There is no assumption that the organismic dysfunction or its
negative consequences are of a physical nature. Therefore,
throughout this chapter we use the broader term ‘‘disorder’’,
rather than ‘‘disease’’ (which often denotes a progressive physical
disorder with known pathophysiology) or ‘‘illness’’ which often
refers to the clinical manifestations of a disorder [5]1.

The purpose of a classification of medical disorders is to identify
those conditions which, because of their negative consequences,
implicitly have a call to action to the profession, the person with the
condition, and society. The call to action on the part of the medical
profession (and its allied professions) is to offer treatment for the
condition or a means to prevent its development, Of, if knowledge is
lacking, to conduct appropriate research. The call to the person with
the condition is to assume the patient or sick role [9]. The call to
action on the part of society takes several forms which may include
giving various exemptions from certain responsibilities to those in
the sick role and to provide a means for the delivery of medical care.

Implicit in the call to action is the assumption that something

has gone wrong with the human organism which has led to negative
consequences. On the other hand, this does not imply that
conditions which are not considered disorders are equally
desirable or represent optimal functioning or should be ignored
by the profession. For example, although the medical profession
recognizes that it is generally better to have the physical stamina
needed to participate in active sports, its absence when due to

1 We note with pleasure that in the text of the World Health Organization’s

International Classification of Diseases, the term "disorder" is used in the same sense

as we use it.
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